The useof optical techniquesfor measuringh_ghgas temperatures hasdifferent drawbacksfor accuracy. Methods basedon emissionpyrometry by utilizing thin fibers, though minimally perturbingdue to their small size, still require well-characterizedemissivity information and elimination of spectralinterference.Implicit optical systemsbasedon gasdensityandrefractive index measurements requireknown gascompositions, which aredependent on temperature and chemicalreactionsandharderto determineat highertemperatures.Otheroptical techniques rely on accuratespectralinformation for the emissivity/absorptivityof the gas mixture constituents andtheoreticaltemperature-dependent populationbalancecalculationsto determinetemperature. They alsogenerallyrequirecalibrations,which involve many times the useof thermocouples, and hence,the resulting measurements suffer from the sameaccuracyand peak temperature limitations mentionedabove. For recent combustionresearch,even a sophisticatedmethod involving the use of coherentanti-StokesRamanscattering(CARS) resultedin a temperature accuracyof no betterthan2.5%on a flat flameburner,i.e.,largerthan+50K for 2000K [2] . They also show that there is a uniform temperature region at the center, which is at least 0.5cm in radius, and that the temperature drops sharply towards the edge of the burner.
B. Fiber-Melting

Procedure
We inserted the tip of each fiber to slightly beyond the "knee" of the curve into the uniform temperature region; hence, most of the fiber was in the cooler region of the flame and melting occurred only at the tip of the fiber, typically not longer than 2mm. The fiber-tip melting was observed by CCD and IR cameras, which were isolated from the burner inside nitrogen-purged boxes.
The CCD camera looked along the fiber axis with a magnifying lens and was focused on the front view of the pointing fiber tip. The IR camera looked across the fiber diameter and was focused on at least a lcm-long side view of the fiber. The focusing was done for every fiber on the rotation stage before the flame was ignited. Each fiber was slowly inserted into its proper position based on the predetermined flame-temperature profile.
The precise location of each station after focus was recorded to within 0.2x0.2mm2; i.e., the pixel resolution of the CCD camera. This procedure was necessary because of slightly different tube/fiber lengths and elevations during the installation. Then, the aperture of the CCD camera was set manually to the lowest level in order to protect the camera from bright images at flame conditions. Upon closing the aperture, the focused image of the transparent fiber tip disappeared in the camera. The gain and aperture settings of the IR camera, however, were always fixed, so the camera protection was provided by a remotely operated filter wheel and a shutter. The IR camera was not only used for the observation of fibers but was also calibrated as an application of this technique.
Before the flame was ignited, the fiber was completely withdrawn away from the burner area.
Once a stable flame was established and its temperature was brought up close to the melting point of the specific fiber, based on our estimates from earlier thermocouple measurements and adiabatic flame temperature calculations, the fiber was reinserted slowly into its previously determined precise point of focus. This procedure protected the fiber from ignition transients and minimized its time at temperature.
We assured the stable operation of the burner by fixing the oxidant (air or oxygen) flow rate for this study at 150slm. This was consistent with the hydrogen/(diluted)-oxygen flame speeds reported in the literature [9-10] for the range of equivalence ratios of interest. For ytrria, only the averaged value for the two hydrogen flow-rate measurements is shown in Fig. 4 . Also, ytrria's melting point uncertainty is plotted as +30K (as opposed to +1 IK reported in [5] ) based on uncertainties determined during the growth process of this fiber using the laser-heated floating zone technique [6] .
For each fiber case where both pure oxygen and air were used, the experimentally determined hydrogen flow rates at which the fiber melted for pure oxygen were consistently larger than their counterparts for air, as is shown in Fig. 4 . Indeed, theoretical calculations show that this behavior is to be expected for hydrogen-lean flames; that is, pure oxygen requires more hydrogen than is necessary for air to reach the same adiabatic flame temperature when hydrogen is the deficient reactant.
There are two major reasons for this difference. The first one is that the molar heat capacity of air is smaller than that of pure oxygen because of the heat-capacity difference between nitrogen and oxygen gases [13] . The second reason is that, when the volumetric (molar) flow rate of pure oxygen and air are fixed at the same level, the mass flow rate of air is smaller, due to its lighter molecular weight, than that of pure oxygen. Our secondapproachto characterizethe significanceof radiativecooling of the fibers was an experimental one. We variedthe diameters of our original fibers from 60_tmto 160_tm.During the fiber-tip melting, re-solidification,and re-melting cyclesof our experiments,we observed that the fiber's tip diameterbecameevenlarger than 400_m. The standarddeviation of our experimental resultsfor all fiber sizes,however,waswithin the uncertaintyin the fiber melting temperatures. This wasdespitethe fact thatemittanceis exponentiallydependent on the sizeof the sample,asgiven by the relationshipabove,and the fiber tip sizecovereda rangeof almost one orderof magnitude. For example,for the more-readily-available aluminafiber, we usedat leastfive fibers from eachof the threeoriginal-diameterclassesof 60_tm-80ktm, 90_tm-120_tm, and 130_m-160_tm.Such independence alsoconfirms that the effectsof temperaturegradients across the fiber diameter and the amount of latent heat required to melt the fiber tip are negligible. We interpretthis finding to meanthat the emittanceof the fibers wasso smallin our experimentsthat any variation of emittancewith respect to the size of the fiber tip was encompassed by our experimentalreproducibility with an uncertaintyof -+15K. Hence, we c6ncludethatthe determinationof actualgastemperatures requiresa correctionof not morethan 15Kto be addedto thedirectly measured high temperatures obtainedusingour technique.
We applied our techniquefirst to assess the accuracyof our thermocouplemeasurements. The resultsaredepictedin Fig. 5 . We usedonly threelower-melting-pointmaterialsfor this purpose sincethe temperatures requiredfor yttriaaretoo high for our thermocouple to survive. The curve labeled"material's melting point" represents the accuratereferencetemperatures to which our thermocouplemeasurements needto becompared.The curvelabeled"T/C corrected"represents the gas temperatures inferred from thermocouplemeasurements after applying correctionsfor both radiative and conductivecooling of the bead. The thermal and radiative propertiesof thermocouplematerials,rhodiumandiridium, areobtainedfrom [16], andanemissivityvalueof 0.35 wasjudgedto bea reasonable estimatefor the conditionsof our experiment. The measured gas-temperature gradientin theradialdirectionis usedwhenapplyingthe conductioncorrection. Figure5 confirmstwo majorpoints. The first point is thatsubstantial correctionsarerequiredto thermocouplemeasurements which are typically larger than 150K at such high temperatures.
Secondly, these corrections are accompaniedby large uncertaintiesdue to uncertaintiesin materialpropertiesusedandheattransfercorrelationsapplied,suchthat onecanstill beoff from the actual gas temperatureby more than 100K even after the corrections. The consistent underpredictionof thermocouplemeasurements for all three materials suggestsa systematic error, which can be due to, say, the emissivity value used. Yet, without our reference measurements, such suspicionswould only be a part of the uncertaintiesassociatedwith corrections.
We thenappliedour techniqueto calibratethe IR cameradiscussedabove. The calibrationcurve obtainedis depictedin Fig. 6 . The error bars indicate the uncertaintyin our techniquein determiningthe gastemperature on the horizontalaxis, andthe overall uncertaintyof_+15%in the band-ratiomeasurements on the verticalaxis. Unfortunately,at the time of our experiments, we did not haveproperneutraldensityfilters to be able to take H20 emissiondatato determine the bandratio at the high flame temperatures relevantto yttria. Therefore,we extrapolatedthe calibrationcurveby a dashedline only for thepurposeof demonstrating a potentialapplicationof our technique.
Emission data taken by using either pure oxygen or air for generating H20 shows the consistency of also the band ratio measurements, just as was the case for the fiber melting point measurements.
Given the uncertainties in the measured band ratios and the slope of the calibration curve, the accuracy of the IR camera we calibrated was about +65K. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
A technique was developed for direct measurement of gas temperatures in the range of 2050K -2700K with improved accuracy and reproducibility.
The technique utilized the Iow-emittance of certain fibrous materials, and the uncertainty of the technique was limited by the uncertainty in the melting points of the materials, i.e., +15K. The materials were pure, thin, metal-oxide fibers whose diameters varied from 60mm to 400mm in the experiments. The sharp increase in the emittance of the fibers upon melting was utilized as indication of reaching a known gas temperature. The accuracy of the technique was confirmed by both calculated low emittance values of transparent fibers, of order 0.01, up to a few degrees below their melting point and by the fiber-diameter independence of the results. This melting-point temperature was approached by increments not larger than 4K, which was accomplished by controlled increases of reactant flow rates in hydrogen-air and/or hydrogenoxygen flames. As examples of the applications of the technique, the gas-teml3erature measurements were used (a) for assessing the uncertainty in inferring gas temperatures from thermocouple measurements, and (b) for calibrating an IR camera to measure gas temperatures. The technique offers an excellent calibration reference tbr other gas-temperature measurement methods to improve their accuracy and reliably extending their temperature range of applicability. 
